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Abstract

Multilayers, which consist of periodic/aperiodic nanometer-scale stacks of two or more alternating materials, fill a gap between visible light optics and natural crystal by realizing high near-normal incidence reflectivity in extreme ultraviolet and soft X-ray regions and diffraction-limited focusing in hard X-ray region. Before fabricating a multilayer, it is essential to design a structure that realizes the required optical features. The optimization process uses merit functions that are defined by the design targets. In this chapter, the designs of two typical aperiodic multilayer structure, X-ray supermirror and EUV beam splitter, are introduced. Precision characterization of multilayer structures is the key process in multilayer sciences as well in order to improve fabricating process and determine optical properties in use. Searching a most suitable structure model to approaching real one by comparing experimental and simulated results is essentially an optimization problem. In this chapter, by fitting the X-ray grazing incidence reflectivity and diffuse scattering curves, the realistic multilayer structures are determined accurately.
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1. Introduction

As we all know, mirror and lens are capable of realizing high reflectivity and focusing in visible light regime (wavelength $\lambda = 400–760$ nm). But the situation is very different in X-ray and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) regimes. In soft X-ray ($\lambda = 1–10$ nm) and EUV ($\lambda = 10–100$ nm) regimes, the absorption for all materials is strong enough so that conventional type of mirror is unable to realize high reflectivity near normal incidence, meanwhile the natural crystal does not work as
well due to small lattice constant. In hard X-ray regime, because the refractive indices for most materials are close to unity, it is impossible to use lens to focus X-rays.

Multilayers, consisting of periodic/aperiodic nanometer-scale stacks of two or more alternating materials deposited on a substructure, fill the gap between mirror and crystal by realizing high near-normal incidence reflectivity in EUV [1, 2] and soft X-ray [3, 4] regimes, and also challenge diffraction-limited focusing in hard X-ray regime by multilayer Kirkpatrick-Baez [5] or multilayer Laue lens [6] systems.

The history of multilayers is from the 1940s. Initial attempts to fabricate Ag/Cu periodic structures failed due to their serious interdiffusions [7]. Twenty years later, stable Fe/Mg periodic structures were first made [8]. In 1972, Spiller [3] found that a mirror consisting of two alternate materials with different refractive indices can increase the near-normal incidence reflectivity in the EUV and soft X-rays regimes. In the 1980s, Vinogradov [9] and Barbee [10] developed relative theories of multilayers and, in 1992 Yamamoto [11] developed an intuitive and effective design method. Since the 1980s, as a result, the ultra-precise manufacture and technologies of thin films were rapidly improved to promote the development of multilayers. Typical bilayer periodic pairs for different energy regions are Mo/Si [2], W/B/C [12], Cr/C [13], Mo/Y [14], and Mg/SiC [15], etc. Aperiodic multilayers, developed more recently, can provide tailored spectral requirements, such as broadband or broad-angle high reflectivities [16, 17], high integral throughput [18], broadband polarizers [19, 20] and chirped mirrors [21, 22]. Such multilayers have wider applicability than periodic multilayers and natural crystals.

Nowadays, multilayers have presented wide applications in many important fields. In semiconductor industry, multilayers were used in mask illumination and replication [1] for next-generation extreme ultraviolet lithography. In synchrotron field, multilayers were always considered as key components for reflection [4], polarization [23], focusing [24] and monochromatization [25]. Biology imaging was often used at water window regime (\( \lambda = 2.3–4.4 \) nm) based on excellent contrast by using multilayer near-normal reflection [26] or required higher energy resolution to avoid spot blurs [27]. In addition, multilayers were also recorded in significant applications like space telescope [28], plasma diagnosis [29], neutron science [30], etc.

In this chapter, design and characterization of EUV and X-ray multilayers are presented. Optimization algorithms play important roles in these works. They help us to find optimal structures to satisfy any required spectral performances and based on experimental curves to retrieve real structure information.

2. Multilayer model

The optical behavior in a periodic multilayer can be described by a corrected Bragg equation with constant periodic thickness \( D \), fractional thicknesses of absorber (scattering) layers \( d_a \) and spacer layers \( d_s \) and complex refractive indices \( n_a = 1 - \delta_a + i\beta_a \) and \( n_s = 1 - \delta_s + i\beta_s \).
\[ m\lambda = 2D \sin \theta \left[ 1 - \frac{2(d\delta_x + d\delta_y)}{\sin \theta} \right]^{1/2} \]  

(1)

where \( m \) is the reflection order, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength and \( \theta \) is the gracing incidence angle. For a multilayer with two materials of similar absorption, the highest reflectivity (in the first reflection order) requires the thickness of each layer to be close to a quarter of the wavelength.

For a periodic/aperiodic multilayer with a substrate of finite thickness, the reflectance and transmittance coefficients at each interface can be calculated using the Fresnel equations which, for the \( j \)th interface, can be written as

\[
\begin{align*}
 r_{p,j} &= \frac{n_{j-1}\cos\theta_j - n_j\cos\theta_{j-1}}{n_{j-1}\cos\theta_j + n_j\cos\theta_{j-1}} \\
 r_{s,j} &= \frac{n_{j-1}\cos\theta_{j-1} - n_j\cos\theta_j}{n_{j-1}\cos\theta_{j-1} + n_j\cos\theta_j} \\
 t_{p,j} &= \frac{2n_{j-1}\cos\theta_{j-1}}{n_{j-1}\cos\theta_j + n_j\cos\theta_{j-1}} \\
 t_{s,j} &= \frac{2n_{j-1}\cos\theta_j}{n_{j-1}\cos\theta_{j-1} + n_j\cos\theta_j}
\end{align*}
\]  

(2)

where \( n_j \) is the refractive index of the \( j \)th layer, \( \theta_j \) is the incidence angle in that layer and \( s \) and \( p \) refer to the two polarizations. The s- and p-component amplitude reflections and transmissions also can be expressed using the recurrence formula [31]

\[
\begin{align*}
 r_j &= \frac{r_{j+1}E_{j+1} + r_{j+1}^*E_{j+1}^*\exp(-2i\delta_j)}{1 + r_{j+1}E_j r_{j+1}^*E_j^*\exp(-2i\delta_j)} \\
 t_j &= \frac{t_{j+1}E_{j+1}^* + t_{j+1}^*E_{j+1}^*\exp(-i\delta_j)}{1 + t_{j+1}E_j t_{j+1}^*E_j^*\exp(-i\delta_j)}
\end{align*}
\]  

(3)

where \( \delta_j \) is the phase factor of the \( j \)th layer and \( \sigma_j \) is the roughness factor of the \( j \)th interface, normally the Debye-Waller factor \( \exp(q^2\sigma_j^2/2) \) or the Nevot-Croce factor \( \exp(q^2\sigma_j^2/2) \) [32], where \( q \) is the wave vector and \( \sigma \) is the root mean square (RMS) interfacial roughness. For smooth interfaces, the Nevot-Croce factor was considered to be better than the Debye-Waller factor. In applying equation 4, the thickness of the substrate is usually considered to be infinite, and so the initial conditions are \( r_{0}=0 \) and \( t_{0}=1 \) as shown in Figure 1. The recurrence formula can then be used to calculate \( r_0 \) and \( t_{n+2} \). The reflectance \( R \) and transmittance \( T \) in an \( n \)-layer multilayer system can be expressed as
The scattering signal is around the specular direction. The scattering potential is divided into a non-disturbed part and a disturbance. Interferences of reflected and transmitted waves have four types of interaction based on the dynamic scattering process [33]. The whole diffuse scattering signal is represented as

\[ I_{\text{diff}} = \frac{I_0 \Delta \Omega}{2} \cdot \frac{A_s}{A_b} \sum_{j,k} \left| n_j^2 - n_k^2 \right|^2 \cdot \sum_{m,n=0}^{\infty} S_{m,j}^n(q) G_n(m) \exp \left\{ -\frac{1}{2} \left( q_{m,j} \sigma_j \right)^2 + \left( q_{m,k} \sigma_k \right)^2 \right\} \]  

(5)

where \( \Delta \Omega \) is the detector acceptance angle, \( A_s/A_b \) is the area ratio of the radiation on the sample to beam spot, \( G_n \) is the four mutual products of \( T_i \) (or \( R_i \)) and \( T_s \) (or \( R_s \)) and \( S(q) \) is the structure factor.

\[ S_{m,j} = \int C_{m,j}(x) \cos(q_x x) dx \cdot \exp \left( -\left| Z_j - Z_k \right| / \xi_{//} \right) \]  

(6)

where \( \xi_{/\!/} \) is the vertical correlation length and \( C(x) \) is the lateral correlation function which is based on the self-affine characteristic of rough interface [34] and \( \xi_{//} \) is the lateral correlation length and \( h \) is the fractal exponent.

**Figure 1.** Reflectance and transmittance coefficients at each interface of a multilayer structure.
3. Optimization algorithm

3.1. Introduction

Normally, before using a multilayer, it included three important steps: design, fabrication and characterization. It is essential to design a structure that realizes the required optical features before the multilayer fabrication. Fabrication technologies, such as sputtering and evaporation, are typical random processes. Their technology parameters need to be attempted and optimized repeatedly. The attempts are based on accurate structural characterization. The most effective structural characterization methods are hard X-ray grazing incidence specular reflectance (XRR) and diffuse scattering (XDS). The experimental curve can be compared to the simulated curve calculated from a guessed multilayer model until reach a satisfying agreement. It is clear whether design or characterization, the core is optimization algorithm. Suitable optimization algorithms enable us to search optimal multilayer structure in design and determine the most realistic multilayer structure in measurement.

In general, optimization algorithms include local and global optimizations. The former refers to situations in which an approximate range of optimal values is known prior to the optimization. If a group of candidate structures can be defined at the outset, it is straightforward to find optimal structures in a short time. Common local algorithms are mainly based on the least gradient, including quasi-Newton method [35], steepest-descent method [36], Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [37, 38], downhill simplex algorithm [39], etc. In the design of aperiodic multilayers, several techniques have been developed to search for initial candidate structures, including Kozhevnikov’s method [17] and the search for suitable positions and numbers of layers such as needle optimization [40, 41], in order to make these local algorithms converge to better results.

The global algorithm has a larger search space and so always takes more time to search for the optimal structure than a local algorithm does, but prevents local results that miss the global optimum. Global algorithms play a more significant role than local algorithms because of their wider search ranges and stronger search capabilities. Global algorithms, often based on natural phenomena and processes, include random search (RS) [42], genetic algorithms [43] (GA), simulated annealing (SA) [44], differential evolution [45], hybrid multistate (MS), topographical optimization [46], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [47] and the ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm [48].

Many optimization algorithms have been used in multilayer design. According to different requirements, different optimization targets are chosen as the functions to estimate the pros and cons of the algorithm. This kind of function is defined as merit functions. The balance between calculation time and search accuracy needs to be considered when choosing a suitable optimization algorithm.

3.2. Downhill simplex algorithm

The downhill simplex algorithm (Nelder-Mead method) [49] is a typical local optimization. The method only requires function evaluation and not derivatives. It is based on a movable
simplex with $N+1$ vertices in $N$ dimensions ($N$ variables). In two dimensions, the simplex is a triangle.

The optimization is started with the $N+1$ vertices defining an initial simplex. If one of these vertices is defined as the starting point $P_0$, the other $N$ vertices can be expressed as $P_i = P_0 + \tau \hat{e}_i$, where $\hat{e}_i$ is a unit vector and $\tau$ is a constant defining the characteristic length scale. The coordinates of the vertices define the current multilayer structure, and the merit function of each vertex can be calculated. Most optimization steps move the vertex of the simplex with the best merit function through the opposite face of the simplex to a lower vertex. These basic steps are called reflections. The center of the reflection is the weighted center of the simplex based on the merit function of each vertex. If the merit function of the reflected vertex is better than that of the best vertex in the previous step, this reflection direction can be regarded as the correct one and the reflection can be doubled, which is called expansion. In contrast, if the reflected vertex is worse than the previous worst vertex, the simplex should move along the transverse reflection direction – this is called inward contraction. If the reflected vertex is just better than the worst previous vertex, the reflection rate should be halved, which is called contraction. Based on these steps, the simplex moves toward a valley in the solution. When the merit functions of all the vertices are sufficiently close, the optimal multilayer structure can be considered to have been found.

### 3.3. Particle swarm optimization

The PSO algorithm, one of the most important swarm intelligence methods, is a parallel evolutionary computation technique developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [47]. The motivation of PSO was to understand the behavior of birds or fish searching for food. The process is similar to GA, but only has a few operators, including selection, crossover and mutation. Any particle moves with its own velocity, which is updated according to its own experience and that of the other particles. Some studies [50] have shown that in PSO the inertia weight (defined following equation 8) influences the trade-off velocities between global and local exploration abilities, and in GA crossover and mutation have different effects at the beginning and end of the process. The one-way information transfer means that PSO convergences to best solution faster than GA, in which the whole swarm moves uniformly. PSO also has stronger ergodicity than GA and is the only evolutionary algorithm that does not incorporate survival of the fittest.

In an $N$-dimension objective space ($N$ variables for optimization), there are $M$ particles to search for the optimal solutions. The location and velocity of the $i$th particle are defined by groups of candidate solutions

$$
\begin{align*}
X_i &= (X_{i1}, X_{i2}, \ldots, X_{in}) \\
V_i &= (V_{i1}, V_{i2}, \ldots, V_{in}).
\end{align*}
$$

For the design of multilayers, the location variables are the layer thicknesses and the working angle. For the characterization, the variables can be the layer thicknesses, densities, roughness,
material interdiffusions, etc. The velocity expresses the search direction of any particle, which updates the new location and velocity at the next iteration to be

\[
\begin{align*}
V_i(k+1) &= wV_i(k) + c_1r_1(p_i(k) - X_i(k)) + c_2r_2(g(k) - X_i(k)) \\
X_i(k+1) &= X_i(k) + V_i(k+1).
\end{align*}
\]  

The new velocity includes inertia, cognitive and social learning terms. The inertia term forces a particle to tend to follow its old velocity, including an inertia weight \( w \) which influences the trade-off between global and local exploration abilities, changing from \( w_{\text{max}} = 0.9 \) at the beginning to \( w_{\text{min}} \) at the maximum iteration. In the cognitive and social learning terms, \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are acceleration constants and \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are random numbers uniformly distributed in the interval \((0,1)\). The functions \( p_i(k) \) and \( g(k) \) are, respectively, the previous best location for the \( i^{th} \) particle and the previous best locations for all particles at the \( k^{th} \) iteration. These two terms guarantee that every particle can extract its own experience and share information from the society, making faster converge at the beginning of a run. "The behavior of any particle can be sketched in Figure 2."

![Figure 2. The searching process of one particle.](image)

The basic process of the algorithm is as follows: Step 1 is the random initialization of locations and velocities. The ranges of possible locations are selected using a priori knowledge. The maximum velocities should be about 20% of the location range in any step. If the velocities are too large, the particles in the next iteration can fly beyond the location boundary. If they are too small, the convergence rate is very low. The merit function of each particle is then determined and the optimum one is sought. Step 2 is the update of locations and velocities to the next iteration according to equation 8. If any location is beyond the boundary, it is replaced by the boundary value and the velocity direction is reversed, analogous to reflection from a wall. The merit functions of the particles are then calculated and the best location of each particle and the best global location are updated. Step 3 is the inspection of the defined convergence
condition. If this is satisfied or the set maximum number of iterations have taken place, the program terminates. Otherwise step 2 is repeated.

If the other parameters are fixed, a smaller $w_{\text{min}}$ can increase the speed of convergence, but the optimization is more likely to fall into a local optimum solution. Following an analysis of the relationship between parameter selection and convergence [51], large $w_{\text{min}}$ close to $w_{\text{max}}$ and relatively small acceleration constants of about 0.3–0.7 were chosen to make the whole optimization converge effectively. For a larger number of variables (e.g., more than two materials), more particles and more iterations have to be used.

4. Design of multilayers

4.1. Introduction

The usual design targets are reflectivity, transmittivity and phase performance. Simple periodic multilayer structures are suitable for single wavelengths or working angles, but more complicated aperiodic structures are needed to tailor spectral or phase responses. In general, the optimization process uses merit functions that are defined by the design targets. The selection of suitable multilayer materials, based on optical constants and material stability, is the starting point of the design process. The optimization of particular designs is complicated and can only be enabled using various computer algorithms. An important technological constraint is that the optimal structure should be as simple as possible, avoiding ultra-thin layers and drastically variable layer thicknesses.

In this section, the designs of two typical aperiodic multilayers, respectively, X-ray supermirror and EUV intensity beam splitter, based on my PhD studies [52], are presented to show the important role of optimization algorithm on multilayer design.

4.2. X-ray supermirror

Supermirrors are aperiodic multilayers often used in X-ray [53] or neutron [54] imaging systems. They are designed to provide particular characteristics such as increased reflectivity or flat optical response over broader angular or energy ranges than possible with conventional periodic multilayer mirrors. Based on these characteristics, they have been chosen for use in X-ray telescope [55] and applications of synchrotron radiation [56].

In this study, a broad-angle supermirror will provide relatively high peak reflectivity over a wide angular range and several times the integrated reflectivity.

The principle of supermirror design is also based on the Bragg diffraction equation. Compared to a periodic multilayer mirror with fixed layer thicknesses and thickness ratios, a broad-angle supermirror with variable periodic thickness and thickness ratio provides the interference effect of the standing waves over a range of working angles. The target of the design is to obtain high average reflectivity and small reflectivity fluctuations over a defined angular range. The merit function for such designs is
\[ F = \min \sum_{j=1}^{j} (R_j - R_{\text{target}})^2 \]  

(9)

where \( j \) is the number of working angles at which the reflectivity is calculated and \( R_{\text{target}} \) is the target for the average reflectivity.

There are two methods to define the initial multilayer structures in the optimization. The first is to determine the periodic structure related to the center of the working angular range. The second is based on Kozhevnikov’s study [17], which is an analytic method that gives an approximate initial depth-graded structure to enable a faster approach to the optimum solution. This method has been applied to various broad-angle [57] and broadband [58] designs of multilayer mirrors. The expression for the reflectivity of a depth-graded multilayer mirror is

\[ R(\lambda) = \left| \eta(\lambda) \right|^2 = \left| \frac{2\eta(\lambda)\sqrt{q'(z)}}{\eta^2(\lambda) + q'(z)} \right| \exp(-4\kappa_2(\lambda)z) \]

where \( q(z) \) (which describes the multilayer structure) is positive, continuous and differentiable, \( L \) is the total multilayer thickness, and \( \varepsilon_1 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 \) are the dielectric permittivities of the two materials. \( \mu \) is the mean dielectric permittivity, \( \kappa = k(\mu - \cos^2 \theta)^{1/2} \) where \( k \) is the wave vector. \( \kappa_2 \) is the imaginary part of \( \kappa \). Alternatively, for a given target reflectivity, the multilayer structure \( q(z) \) can be determined by solving the inverse problem.

A Cr/B\(_4\)C supermirror was designed for chromium K\(_\alpha\) radiation and incidence angles in a range around 2°, the latter to fit within the structure of the X-ray microprobe source. Figure 3(a) shows the design results for an angular width of 0.14°. Using downhill simplex algorithm, the design was close to the initial depth-graded structure and easily fabricated. Mostly, the thickness ratios of the layer pairs are between 0.32 and 0.34. Figure 3(b) shows the change from the initial reflectivity to the optimal value. Figure 4(a) and (b) show the influences of using different initial structures. Although the reflectivity curves are similar, the optimal structures from the initial periodic structures have larger fluctuations that lead to more difficulties in fabrication, since rapidly varying thicknesses make it hard to ensure correct deposition rates. Figure 5 and Table 1 show designs for different angular ranges. Supermirrors can increase the angular width by several times and, although the maximum reflectivity decreases substantially, the overall reflectivity for all angles used in the optimization increases.
Figure 3. (a) The initial and optimized layer thicknesses for a Cr/B₄C aperiodic multilayer mirror with an angular width of 0.14°. (b) Comparison of the reflectivity curves for the initial and optimum structures.
Figure 4. (a) The thicknesses of Cr/B$_4$C aperiodic multilayer mirrors for different initial structures. (b) Comparison of the optimum reflectivity curves for the two initial structures.
4.3. EUV intensity beam splitter

A large amount of work has been done on multilayers for mask illumination and replication [1, 59] in extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL), but so less thought has been given to inspection of the masks and produced components. Defects in EUVL masks can occur in both the absorber patterns and the multilayer-coated mask blanks, and inspection is essential as the number of defects has to be minimized. However, conventional full-field or scanning imaging is not appropriate as the masks and components are too absorbing to the radiation. An alternative is to use interferometry [60] like Schwarzschild optics [61]. A multilayer beam splitter divides an incident beam into two coherent parts by reflecting part and transmitting part, respectively, reflected from a sample multilayer and a reference multilayer. Interference fringes are produced when they are recombined.
There is a trend to utilize broadband spectrum from the source based on tine or xenon plasmas instead of single wavelength around 13nm to irradiate wafers, in order to decrease exposure times [62]. Hence, broadband beam splitters optimized to the output of tin or xenon plasmas are required.

The merit function must satisfy two requirements for an intensity beam splitter: (1) high reflectance and transmittance throughputs and (2) excellent agreement between the reflected and the transmitted beam intensities over the range of wavelengths. The merit function chosen was

\[ F = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{(R(\lambda_i) - T(\lambda_i))^2}{R(\lambda_i) + T(\lambda_i)} \]  

(11)

where \( m \) is the number of wavelength calculation points. The squared numerator ensures good agreement between the intensities and the denominator prevents the intensities from becoming too small.

The principle of material choice for beam splitters is a little different from that for high-reflectivity multilayers. The differences in the optical constants are more important for high reflectivity, while the absorption coefficients have more influence for beam splitters. Since silicon nitride is used as the substrate, due to its high strength, stability and transmittance, the transmitted beam is affected by the silicon absorption edge at 12.4 nm. Ruthenium and molybdenum are suitable for the scattering layers and beryllium, yttrium and silicon can be chosen for the spacer layers. Among their pairs, Mo/Si [63] and Mo/Be [64] have been widely studied for use at 13.5 and 11.4 nm. In this design, Mo/Si was chosen as the material pair.
The thicknesses of each layer and the working angle are considered as the variables of optimization. By designing with different numbers of bilayers, it was found that the intensities of reflected and transmitted beams are in best agreement for five bilayers in the wavelength range 10–16 nm, see Figure 6(a). The highest intensity, which is at a wavelength slightly larger than silicon absorption edge, is about 17% and the optimal incidence angle is 63.62°. The average thicknesses of the silicon and molybdenum layers are 7.38 nm and 4.31 nm, respectively. As shown in Figure 6(b), as the wavelength increases, the optimal incidence angle decreases; 63.62° is the average value. Figure 6(c) presents the layer thicknesses of design. Further robustness considerations [65] can be found in order to design better structures with
more stable optical performance when layer thickness errors are present. If a constraint condition is established before calculating the merit function, the process is stopped if the constraint becomes unsatisfied or feedback is provided to the merit function, then the optimal structure may be more robust than in normal optimization.

5. Characterization of multilayers

5.1. Introduction

Characterization of multilayers plays an important role in estimating multilayer quality and improving fabrication technology. In order to determine ultra-small layer thicknesses in multilayers, most direct and effective methods are hard X-ray grazing incidence reflection and diffuse scattering. Due to excellent penetration of hard X-rays, reflected and/or scattered X-rays produce interference fringes. If a structure is known, by using reflectivity (equation 4) or scattering (equation 5) model, the reflectivity or rocking scattering curves can be simulated. However, the inverse problems are always difficulties, especially for determining the structural parameters from diffuse scattering curves.

Reflectivity curve includes the information of layer thickness, density and interfacial width. Comparing experimental curve with theoretical curve by optimization algorithm, one can obtain these parameters. As a fitting method, in order to obtain believable results, reliable initial structure and parameter constraints are necessary. X-ray reflectivity is unable to distinguish between interfacial roughness and interdiffusion, because both deteriorate the reflectivity in a similar way. X-ray diffuse scattering is one of the most direct techniques for determining interfacial roughnesses and can also afford the information of thin film growth such as Hurst exponent and lateral/vertical correlation lengths.

In this section, curve fittings for reflectivity and diffuse scattering data are presented based on my previous studies on multilayers. These studies determined the accurate structural parameters of various material-pair multilayers and study the surface and interface performances.

5.2. Structure determination from reflectivity data

As a consumable optics, multilayer structures are not always stable. Aging effects related to the inherent characteristic of the materials deserve to be researched. Three B$_4$C-based multilayers [66] were deposited by using magnetron sputtering including W/B$_4$C, Mo/B$_4$C and La/B$_4$C multilayers. They were measured by using hard X-ray grazing incidence reflectivity while just prepared and after long-time storage in a dry atmosphere environment.

Because long-time storage may make multilayer surface oxidized and/or contaminated, in the fitting process the surface B$_4$C layer was regarded to have independent structural parameters from B$_4$C layers in interior periodic structure. Thus, there are 10 parameters need to be fitted, viz. 10 variables in the optimization, including the layer thickness, density and interface width for metal layer, B$_4$C layer in periodic structure and surface B$_4$C layer and the intensity coefficient. The fitting was based on the PSO algorithm.
As can be seen in Table 2, the periodic thickness increased 0.39% for La/B₄C multilayer and 0.24% for Mo/B₄C multilayer after 1 year, but decreased 0.05% for W/B₄C multilayer after 2 years. The changes may result from interdiffusion mechanism and stress release. Surface oxidation increased the stress and the changes of the layer thickness balanced the whole stress of multilayer. The outmost layer thickness increases apparently over 10% for La/B₄C and Mo/B₄C multilayers because lanthanum and molybdenum have stronger oxidation capability than tungsten so that oxygen atoms penetrate through B₄C layer gradually and react with metal atoms. The surface B₄C layer was also determined to absorb oxygen [67]. Figure 7 shows the reflectivity and their fitting curves of La/B₄C multilayer while just prepared and after 1-year storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Metal B₄C</th>
<th>Surface B₄C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W/B₄C</td>
<td>Just prepared</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 20</td>
<td>2 year aged</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/B₄C</td>
<td>Just prepared</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 20</td>
<td>1 year aged</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La/B₄C</td>
<td>Just prepared</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 15</td>
<td>1 year aged</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The change of the structure parameters after time aging for 3 metal/B₄C multilayers.

Figure 7. The grazing incidence reflectivity and their fitting curves for La/B₄C multilayer while just prepared and after 1-year storage.
The other previous work of structural determination is to study the stability of Ru/C multilayer monochromator with different periodic thicknesses after cryogenic cooling treatment [68]. The results show that the structural parameters keep stable after cryogenic cooling and present sufficient experimental evidences for using cryogenic-cooled multilayer monochromators in the high-thermal-load undulator beamline.

5.3. Interface investigation from diffuse scattering data

The diffuse scattering signals are distributed around the reflection direction. Common scan methods include rocking curve scans (ω scan), offset scans, detector 2θ scans and full reciprocal space scans. Rocking curve scan is by fixing the detector and scanning the incidence angle. This method is very sensitive to determine roughness information. The method of scattering curve fitting is also based on the global optimization to approach the real multilayer structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>d [nm]</th>
<th>(\rho) [% bulk]</th>
<th>(\sigma_r) [nm]</th>
<th>(\sigma_d) [nm]</th>
<th>(\xi_{//}) [nm]</th>
<th>(\xi_{\perp}) [nm]</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>(\xi_\perp) [nm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W/B(_4)C</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>82.10</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>286.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 20</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>93.17</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>10.19</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/B(_4)C</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>96.67</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>439.34</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>125.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 30</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>90.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>65.86</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La/B(_4)C</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>82.81</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>440.56</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>28.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 15</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>105.63</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>28.92</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The characterization results of different metal/B\(_4\)C multilayers by using X-ray diffuse scattering technique.

Three metal/B\(_4\)C multilayers [68] were chosen to measure X-ray diffuse scattering. In order to improve the analysis precision, rocking scan curves near different Bragg maximums were fitted simultaneously. According to the fitted interfacial roughness \(\sigma_r\) and the interfacial width \(\sigma_d\) obtained by X-ray reflectivity measurement, the interdiffusion \(\sigma_d\) can be calculated by the equation \(\sigma_d^2 = \sigma_r^2 - \sigma_r^2\). As can be seen in Table 3, the RMS roughnesses for three multilayers are almost same, but the Mo/B\(_4\)C and La/B\(_4\)C multilayers have larger interdiffusions. Comparing the lateral correlation length \(\xi_{//}\) and fractal exponent \(h\), the Mo/B\(_4\)C and La/B\(_4\)C multilayers have stronger lateral correlation and more apparent island growth feature than the W/B\(_4\)C multilayer. Due to the weak interdiffusion and small layer thickness, the vertical correlation length in W/B\(_4\)C multilayer is over 100 times the periodic thickness. In contrast, the replication capability is very weak for La/B\(_4\)C multilayers. The vertical correlation length is only about four times the periodic thickness. Figure 8 presents the diffuse scattering curves of Mo/B\(_4\)C multilayers and their fitting curves.
6. Conclusion

The chapter describes the effective uses of optimization algorithms in design and characterization of X-ray and EUV multilayers. Based on a suitable initial gradient structure, downhill algorithm was used to design X-ray supermirrors. The results show that supermirror can produce 15 times reflection angular range compared to periodic multilayer and increase 70% integral reflective intensity. Particle swarm optimization was used to design EUV intensity beam splitters. This kind of optics realizes equal intensities of reflected and transmitted beams in a broad spectrum around 13 nm so that exposure time decreases in EUV lithography. In the characterization of multilayers, particle swarm algorithm was successfully used to determine the slight changes of structural parameters of B\textsubscript{4}C-based multilayers by fitting the hard X-ray grazing incidence reflectivity and diffuse scattering experimental data. This work compares the deposition technology and layer quality of different B\textsubscript{4}C-based multilayers and helps us to know about the evolution of interfacial defects and oxidation during the aging process.
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